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Akaris Tenui

Akaris Tenui is a Active Player Character played by iaincarter.

Akaris Tenui

Species & Gender: Norian Male
Organization: SAoY|Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: SAoY Pilot

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: 52nd Squadron, YSS Teisenjou, 2nd Expeditionary Fleet

Physical Description

Akaris is a clean-shaven 20 year old Norian male with the athletic, slender build typical to his race.
He is 183cm tall, has a mass of 64kg and his skin is a pale rose-water in colour. Akaris has long
four-knuckled fingers on each hand and the slender elongated pointed ears typical to elven
species, but otherwise appears similar to Yamataian stock.

Almond-shaped eyes of viridian green, with silver flecks and a starburst around the pupil, look out
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upon the world - usually with a detached and analytical gaze that only tends to warm up around
those Akaris feels a connection with.

Chest-length, straight, silky smooth maroon hair is usually pulled taught and pinned back to
prevent it from falling in front of his face. Aside from his eyebrows, has no other hair on his body.

His natural scent has hints of lavendar, cedarwod and jasmine. Akaris has a pleasantly clear, tenor
voice.

No cybernetics, but Akaris has had a Sthibon Symbiote implanted since birth, which essentially
enables him to react/learn as if possessing a digital brain.

Personality

WIP

> This section contains a description of your character's personality. What
are they like? What are their motivations? Their goals in life? Are they hard
working or lazy? What are their habits? Are they easily angered? Are they
brave or cautious?

> What relationships do they have to other people? Are they social? What kind
of people do they like? What have their past relationships been like? How do
they treat other people?

History

Akaris Tenui was born 11日 7月 25 in wip.

YE25 - YE44

> Stuff happened (WIP) - Basic Training 2 mths, Pilot Occupational 3 mths

YE 45

In YE 45, Akaris was assigned to 52nd Squadron, YSS Teisenjou, 2nd Expeditionary Fleet.

Mission One: Surprise Skirmish
Ambushed by a mixed pirate force of starfighters at the start of a routine patrol of the XR-8
system, Akaris was initially overcome by the chaos. After several seconds of defensive
manoeuvring, he utilised the Mozu's advanced systems to punch his way clear from the fight
to launch a sensor drone, relaying its feed to the Nagamaki supporting the squadron. When
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the new enemy combatant revealed itself, Akaris… TBC (Posts: Post 1 Post 2)

Skills Learned

Norian Up-Bringing

As a result of his childhood and teenage years, Akaris gained the following skills:

Knowledge of Tenui Ysi
Knowledge of Norian Culture, History & Religion

Basic Training

During basic training in the Star Army of Yamatai, Akaris developed the following skills:

Star Army Common Skills

Pilot Training

During his pilot training, Akaris was taught a wide variety of skills, such as:

Academic skills, including mathematics and science.
Personal skills, including situational awareness, critical thinking, complex problem solving,
judgement and decision making, time management, mind/body coordination and learning
strategies.
Piloting skills, including astrogation, knowledge of small ship classes, operation and control of all
common SAoY fighter craft, engaging in effective fleet/wing/squad communications.
Technical skills, including troubleshooting, systems analysis and evaluation, quality control analysis
and operation monitoring.

Social Connections

Akaris Tenui is connected to:

The Tenui Ysi
The Tsenlan state of the Yamatai Star Empire

Inventory & Finance

Akaris Tenui has the following:
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Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Norian Undersuit

Akaris Tenui currently has 3000 KS.

From Second Salvage 2023 - 1. Miscellaneous TOWELS components 2. Silver dining utensil 3. Matching
pistol set of large pistols that look like they'd be used by a giant vampire in a red outfit

OOC Information

This page was created by iaincarter on 12th April 2023 at 18:54 using the Character Template Form.

Character art created by Andrew using Midjourney.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Akaris Tenui
Character Owner iaincarter
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Teisenjou
Plots Frontier Skies
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 1
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